data showing differences between 15-16 and 17-18 years, with those collected in a similar design but from younger adolescents highlights the fact that later adolescents are still showing dramatic changes in sleep EEG power, reflecting ongoing changes in brain development.
Tarokh et al. show smaller changes in the occipital (particularly left occipital) derivations than in the central derivations, and inspection of their figures reveals that the power spectrum at the 15-16 year time point is already at the relatively lower level seen centrally at ages 16-18. This would imply that the occipital cortex develops earlier than regions sampled by central electrodes, consistent with the report by Baker et al. 8 that the occipital derivation showed greater decline than central and frontal derivations across the power spectrum in NREM and REM sleep, when looking at longitudinal changes earlier in adolescence. It is also consistent with the recent Feinberg paper 9 showing an earlier start to the decline in NREM delta for occipital than for central or frontal derivations.
Of particular interest in the report by Tarokh et al. is the lack of change in the high sigma band. While this may be, as they suggest, due to a change in the dominant frequency in the band, it may also reflect that neural mechanisms underlying sigma activity (and by extension, sleep spindles) develop early, an interesting implication given their sleep protective role. Baker et al. 8 found no change in the sigma band during NREM sleep, in a longitudinal assessment of younger adolescents. Menstrual phase effects on sigma activity, particularly fast sigma, 10, 11 are a potential confound in these sorts of data sets however, particularly when as in the case of the Tarokh et al. paper, the majority of subjects are female. As pointed out by Tarokh and colleagues, the rate of decline in sleep EEG power over time was variable between individuals and unrelated to age at initial assessment. Further studies are needed to investigate what factors contribute to this variability in development in healthy adolescents and extend to investigate whether medical or psychiatric conditions impact changes in the sleep EEG across adolescence.
EEG power reflects the sum of inhibitory and excitatory postsynaptic potentials in thousands of neural columns sampled by an individual electrode, 12 and the curve describing changes in delta EEG over the lifespan is remarkably similar to those based on postmortem anatomic synaptic density measures, and cerebral metabolic rate. 13 While longitudinal MRI measures are informative of brain structural changes in adolescence, 12 even over short time periods, 14 structural MRI measures do not capture aspects of brain development such as neuronal connectivity and receptor density. 15 Longitudinal assessment of changes in EEG power, especially delta frequency power, provides an It can be argued that the two periods of time in human development that show the most dramatic changes in the brain are from mid-gestation through age 6 years and during adolescence. 1 While the prenatal changes involve both proliferative neurogenesis and apoptosis, the postnatal changes are not so much in the number of neurons, but in the number and form of the interconnections between them. 1 The human female pelvic girdle places limitations on the extent of brain development that can occur in utero. The rapid growth in brain and head size in the first two years of postnatal life are due to the rapid development of trillions of synaptic connections, providing young children with a rich interconnected network of neurons, as an ideal and highly plastic substrate to support learning. Thus children exposed to a bilingual environment from birth, have a greater facility with language, and a different organization of language areas in the brain compared to those of us drilled in a foreign language in high school. 2 Nonetheless, there is a cost to running a highly interconnected network. While it has great potential, it is inefficient, can be slow, and has a high metabolic demand. 3 Starting in childhood, brain regions start losing plasticity and gain speed and efficiency, by pruning weaker synaptic connections and myelination of axons in those remaining. This use it or lose it pruning process starts in primary cortices (probably with the sensorimotor strip or occipital cortex), and then moves forward and outward eventually encompassing the whole brain. 4 The last area to lose plasticity and to take on its adult form is the prefrontal cortex. 5 Again, there are probably adaptive advantages to having this area remain plastic for as long as possible, but eventually it too must finish pruning, myelinate its axons, and take on its adult form. 6 The paper by Tarokh and colleagues 7 in this issue of SLEEP highlights how longitudinal sleep EEG data is arguably the optimal functional measure of these structural brain changes. The use of longitudinal data removes much of the noise associated with individual differences and permits a more accurate determination of maturational effects on the brain. Together with data from other very recent papers, 8 easily measured, noninvasive functional correlate of the developmental synaptic pruning process. Ideally, both sleep EEG and MRI measures would be taken in the same subjects. 16 The EEG data from Tarokh et al. show the developmental process extending, at least in regions anterior to occipital cortex, into ages at which adolescents give the outward physical appearance of having achieved adulthood.
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